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About This Game

ATTENTION: We’re still at work on Survivor Island!. We will update the game over time and add more features and
stuffs to the game. Only buy the game if you are happy with the current state of the game

The game

Survivor Island is a 3D simulation game focused on survival on a deserted island. The player only starts with the clothes of the
body, needing to collect resources and water, build items, all to survive.

What we have now:

 Resources to collect

Craft some itens

Build some itens

Survive
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Title: Survivor Island
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
SGStudio Games
Publisher:
SGStudio Games
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This game is only four years old and already showing its age.

- There are a good number of hidden object puzzles (HOP) but they are muddy, usually the kind that involve photographs
collaged together, although I think there were a few that had handmade art
- There are four kinds of collectibles
- There are a few achievements that were really terrible, namely, the ones that involved speedily solving a puzzle, which
realistically could not be done without a guide in most cases. There's an achievement for clicking 'hint' 40 times, which I don't
understand (how is that an achievement?) and there's an achievement for beating a maze in one try. This means holding the
mouse button down as you carefully navigate the maze. However, if your cursor hits a maze wall, the game counts that as a miss,
and you have to start the maze over from the last maze checkpoint (red dots on the green line that represents your path through
the maze. The maze wall detection system is busted. I went through the game again just to get this achievement and it thought I
hit a wall when no part of my cursor hit it, so I had to restart the entire game to get the achievement, from the beginning. The
puzzle takes 30-60m to get to, so if you mess up any of the time related puzzle achievements, you end up wasting a ton of time
trying to get back to those puzzles.
- The plot is okay, but it's not really about hunting demons as much as stopping them from coming through a portal. It's more
about stopping a Lovecraftian cultist than about any kind of Gothic demon hunting. You aren't exactly Van Helsing in the game.

For reasons even unbeknownst to me, I am trying to beat every Artifex Mundi game, and that inclodes all the games in the
Demon Hunter series. Unfortunaetly, the series is not off to a strong start!. I may have posted this prematurely but I think that at
a certain point I just had to stop playing. I only got this game because of a 90% off coupon code and all I have to say is that the
story is just as weak is its flawed gameplay.. Best arcade racing game I've played since Trackmania. Great achievement! If you
like Trackmania and maybe especially shorter trickier maps, this game has that and much more.
Really interesting and smooth mechanics. Amazing game design and music. And this is only the beginning, I think this is a
continuous development, map editor coming next! Get a controller if you don't have it though!. Well it a mixed bag, visually is
really good, more realistic than most hog games but there is no support for wide screen, low resolution, some hog scenes are
hard and tedious, items you have to find could be on the edge of the screen barley visible or everything is in so similar tone that
it is very hard to find anything, you even have magnifying glass to make it little bit easier but still it is tedious and frustrating.
Some puzzles are also to tedious, like when you have ripped piece of plain paper and you can rotate every piece, no details just
clean paper. And on top of that there is almost no voice overs, cut scenes are stiff garbage, there are only tiny little bits of story
and game is cut in the middle, no ending, feel like developers run out of time and money and call it done.. game is fun but could
use some vibrations and sound effects could make a huge difference. Like juice fx this is simple awesome for noob,small
developer and people who like to learn.
. So yes i have very few hours of play but i owned the game on 360 for years. I asolutly loved it on the 360 how ever this game
needs to be a twin stick shooter in my opinion. So if you played the game on 360 and thought it would be the same i'm sorry you
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are wrong. You use the mouse to both shoot and move and it is the most frustating thing ever. I bought this game on sale and am
reggreting it already don't make the same mistake. If there was a way to even have the keybord keys move you left and right
while using the mouse to shoot the game would be infinitely better but until then i cannot recommend.. It's quite unfinished but
a very engrossing experience all the same. Flying around, manoeuvring and landing on buildings is oddly entertaining. The flying
around becomes quite intuitive after a bit of time. There's a few different locations, nothing massive and the textures are basic
but functional.

Right now this is just a demo showing early potential, it's nothing more but flying around. However that alone is worth trying
out.. In-depth command doctrines (each one gives you a completely different experience)
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This game! It's really fun, good soundtrack, addictive, you'd be crazy NOT to play it. The music has that F-Zero feel to it *in my
opinion*, if you're a fan of that you'll be a fan of this.. great visuals and controls scheme but v early access A great start, better
than battledome because it allows teleporting and analog movement!!. Pros : this fun biologically themed resource management
game From Filament is an excellent educational tool for giving students an idea of how resources influence the growth of living
things, exclusively plants in this game, though some principles would be transferrable to animals in a learning/ teaching context
and even in a metaphorical sense to business and enterprise. It is also appropriate as a basic starting point for discussing
agricultural economics with its currency of seeds gained from successful pollinations used to buy advances in plant care to
improve yields on later crops. There are two modes, one is real time Classic mode and the other turn based Strategy mode. Both
provide fun educational play at faster or slower paces as the player chooses. It has pleasant horticulturally paced music and
appealing graphics which successfully replicate some of the beauty of living growing plants. I am glad to see this kind of game
being made because creatures like ourselves learn best when we are having fun. If learning can be made into a game we all
benefit and if games teach beneficial things likewise.

Cons: the user interface is perfectly OK and works without any software bugs but in terms of pure gaming technicalities there
are minor issues with mouse ergonomics in the Classic real time mode interface which restrict the pace of gameplay and can be
frustrating. Even so it is quite possible to achieve the game goals with patience but I will detail the issues for this review.
Specifically the info popups and animations for game goal achievements frequently interfere with mouse clicks used to direct
gameplay in real time because they are opaque to mouse clicks so they get in the way. Also the mouse pointer graphical tooltips
are a little slow to appear creating control lag and they also appear to shift the mouse pointer location marginally or delay its
movement under user direction, enough to move it off target making clicking on a target an unnecessarily difficult and delayed
process which is unfortunate given that the realtime game is played within fairly tight time constraints. This reduces the fluidity
of gameplay which is an important aesthetic for the entertainment market and ultimately reduces the range of its appeal which
could otherwise be more extensive as a zen timewaster for frugiform tech enthusiasts. Additional examples, grabbing bees for
pollinating is a tricky process because some of the time they appear to be ungrabbable and the effectiveness of making a grab
seems unpredictable making it a hit and miss process entirely due to the vicisstudes of the interface. In addition there is no way
to prevent the presentation of certain tutorial systems which don't need to be seen twice eg the strategy mode info overlay and
the sunflower tutorial mode dialogue, but these can be dismissed so are not showstoppers just minor inconveniences.

With that said I thoroughly enjoyed unlocking my Deluxe Toad Lily achievement and if you enjoy games and plants you cant go
wrong at this price so I recommend this game for educational purposes and botanical, horti- and agri- cultural geeks.. Made a
team called Charlies Angels. The control scheme is madness.

w,a,s,d - forward, back, and strafe
arrow keys - forward, back, and strafe
number keys - hotkeys (skills include basic attack)
click mouse 1 - interact with objects (no attack) (unchangable)
hold mouse 1 - pivot camera with mouse (does not turn character) (unchangable)
hold mouse 2 - rotate character with mouse (unchangable)
I - hides HUD

No idea how to open an inventory page or manipulate the hotkey abilities.

Movement is clunky as heck. I just want my character to be able to turn without me having to hold down the right mouse button
for how many hours long this game is.

I'd make some joke about a game called "Spellbind" barely having enough changable keybinds, but I just can't care anymore..
yep yep its good dlc. If you're looking for a fun and quirky point-and-click adventure title with a story that's full of humor
(pirate and otherwise) and generally easy to pick up and play, then Jolly Rover is very much worth looking into.. The best
timeline in NekoPara yet. JUST GET THIS.

need convincing? check my screenshot.. The issues with settings not saving aside; the gameplay is really fun and the soundtrack
is awesome.. Bad port. Don't buy unless you REALLY want to play some bad resolution single player/local Guilty Gear.

Galaxy Trucker: Extended Edition Secondhand Lands DreadOut 2 Happy Chinese New Year 2019!:
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May this year bring you joy, love, happiness, and prosperity!

Best wishes,
Digital Happiness. DreadOut Movie Teaser:

Hello everyone,
Meet Linda on our upcoming DreadOut Movie ♥ ♥
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From Goodhouse.id, directed by Kimo Stamboel from The Mo brothers, co produced by CJ entertainment, Sky Media,
Nimpuna Sinema, and Lyto Games.
Here we go teaser trailer of DreadOut Movie! Coming soon on Cinema!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLVa3LmphY4

Thank you for your support!
All the best,
Digital Happiness. DreadOut Movie Trailer released:

Hi everyone,
As you might already known, Indonesia isn’t famous for producing a video game titles, even less being adapted into a live action
movie.
So, today we would like to inform you, our first foray into video games movie adaptation based from our game DreadOut, will
be release in Indonesia’s cinema on January 2019. As for worldwide distribution would be announced later after our release on
locals cinema nationwide.
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Without further ado here is our Trailer of DreadOut Movie and press release regarding DreadOut Movie as well;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9ymyIhAUV0
About:
DreadOut Movie is the first live action adaptation based from Indonesian survival horror game DreadOut developed by Digital
Happiness, an indie game developer from Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. An international collaboration project between
Indonesia, Korea, and Japan.

Even without being labelled as direct adaptation from the game, DreadOut movie will still maintaining the basic concept of
survival horror in original DreadOut game and further deepen the lores behind Dread universe, also set as prequel of the main
story in DreadOut game as well.

DreadOut movie is produced under goodhouse id production company. Directed by Kimo Stamboel from the producer of recent
Netflix’s The Night comes for us (2018), and famously directed Headshot (2016), Killers (2014) and Macabre (2013) as The
Mo brothers[www.imdb.com]. In association with CJ Entertainment, Sky Media, Lyto Games and Nimpuna sinema.

Best,
Digital Happiness
. Happy New Year 2019!:

WISH YOU ALL THE BEST!!
Digital Happiness. DreadOut: The Untolds web comic released:
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Hello everyone,
Celebrating this year Halloween, we would like to announce our free Official weekly comic direct adaptation of DreadOut.
Please kindly to visit and subscribe below link;
https://www.ciayo.com/id/comic/dreadout

Beware for new comer of DreadOut, this comic would be a huge spoiler inside. As for seasonal and veteran player, this comic
would give you any missing detail Information regarding DreadOut lore and story also setting up on our future release of
DreadOut 2 as well. It's DreadOut director's cut sort of 

Hope you guys enjoy our comic adaptation and thank you for your support.
All the best,
Digital Happiness

. DreadOut Movie Released on Indonesia Cinemas Nationwide:
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Hello everyone,
The gate has opened. We are happy to announce that DreadOut movie is already released on Indonesia local cinemas
nationwide.
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As for international release we will keep you up to date.
Thanks again for all of your support!

All the best,
Digital Happiness
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